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From Prayer to Action
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SHAVUOT SEDER

Feast
Weeks
OF

HAPPY SHAVUOT

TIKKUN LEYL SHAVUOT study
sessions on 'From Prayer
to Action' (with cheesecake
between each session)

9pm Midnight

Sunday 5th June
SHAVUOT SERVICE
with YIZKOR

10am 12noon

PJV FAMILY PICNIC
in Caulfield Park

3pm - 5pm

EXCITING NEW START TO THE MONTH ON FRIDAY NIGHTS

SEE
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Presidential Musings

O

ur AGM was held at the
beginning of May and,
having been re-elected,
I'm pleased to continue writing
this column as President. A
full account of the AGM can be
found in this edition of Profile.
Life has almost gone back to a
sense of pre-Covid times, while Covid numbers in
Victoria are still of concern. Many families have
been hit with Covid. If that includes your household,
I hope that you are recovered or recovering well.
The Ritual committee had discussed what we would
do if Rabbi Jonathan became ill with Covid? Some
days later Sue tested positive, Rabbi Jonathan was
in isolation and unable to lead the weekly Shabbat
service. Many thanks to Jon Taft who stepped in and
led the service with little preparation time.
Since I last wrote this column, we have celebrated
Pesakh with friends and family. I do hope that it
was a wonderful family time that allowed each of
us to reflect how lucky we are to be free, especially
in light of the Russian invasion of Ukraine. We are
now counting the weeks until the harvest festival
of Shavuot, seven weeks after Passover, when we
assembled at the foot of Mt Sinai to receive Torah.
To the cooks in our community, it means the annual
cheese blintzes and cheesecake bake-off. One way
to enjoy both is to participate in the Shavuot Seder
and/or the discussion that follows. Details are
enclosed with the calendar later in this edition. We
have not celebrated a Shavuot Seder for some years
while we were in lockdown. If you have not had the
experience, this year is another opportunity.

They did not know that several decoy matzot were
hidden to add more fun to the night!
There are many B'tei Mitzvah scheduled between
now and the year’s end. They include those
scheduled and one that was rescheduled due to
the pandemic. It is wonderful to know that so many
of the younger members of our community are
reaching this transitional milestone in their lives.
LBC has been lucky to have been awarded several
grants to improve our facilities. Regrettably our new
marquee, in only its second use, was damaged by a
storm, but has since been repaired and returned to
us, as good as new, for use in the simchas we look
forward to celebrating.
The new kitchen has been officially launched. Rita
Erlich marked the occasion with a demonstration
of how to make a traditional Pesakh chocolate
cake with an explanation of its origins. While the
demonstration cake was cooking, Rita spoke about
a number of Jewish cookbooks and the group were
treated to a cake that Rita had made the night
before.
The next edition of this magazine will arrive by the
start of September and will include tickets and all
you need to know about the coming High Holy Days.
Rabbi Jonathan is about to commence some Long
Service Leave and I am sure you all join me in
wishing him and Sue a pleasant and relaxing time.
Michael Taft, LBC President

Members with an interest in the Federal election
attended ‘Meet the Candidates’ opportunities that
we held together with the North Balwyn Uniting
Church. A number of members took the opportunity
to ask tough questions of the candidates.
The government has given us the green light to use
the money that wasn't spent for kitchen and other
events. The funds are directed to developing a Zoom
broadcast from anywhere in the building including
improving the Zoom in the sanctuary as a side
benefit. This will allow us to Zoom events that were
not easily done in the past, and of course, keep us
always ready in the event of another Covid wave.
The annual Passover Community Seder attracted
43 people. This year the main meal was catered and
those attending contributed salads, vegetables and
desserts to share. Everyone enjoyed the Seder led
by Rabbi Jonathan, assisted by readings by those
present. The children enjoyed the afikomen search.
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LOOK OUT FOR THE

High Holy Days
TICKETS IN THE
SEPT/OCT EDITION
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FROM THE RABBI
From Prayer into Action

B

y the time you read this we
will have a new or renewed
national government in
Australia.
Whether it is Labor or some
sort of coalition, it, like most
governments including Israel’s,
will face a huge range of
challenges. There are multinational companies these days
that have more assets and
turnover than some countries,
but they have a single main
focus – making profits for their
shareholders. By contrast, every
government has to deal with a
wide panoply of matters, from
climate change to disaster relief,
from education to food security
to governance to health to
integrity, from law enforcement
to media balance to national
security to prisons to religious
freedoms, from sanctions to
taxation.
Many politicians are committed
and hardworking and entered
politics to make a difference,
to move society towards their
image of a better world, and
often find it a frustrating and
thankless task. It is no easy task
to try to make the world better,
or even agree on what that
means!
Religions are generally also
focussed on creating a better
world – Judaism certainly is and perhaps we have a more
developed and nuanced sense
of what makes a world or a
society better for its inhabitants
over 4000 years than some
political models and aspirations
have. Certainly, our model is
about co-operation, education,
forgiveness, healing, justice,
kindness, opportunity. The
core values are found in Torah,
and echoed and expanded by
the Prophets, and then built by

Rabbinic Reflection
the Rabbis into the structure of
hundreds of commandments and
laws that we recognise today as
Judaism.
We celebrate the giving of
Torah on the Festival of
Shavuot, which this year falls
on Saturday evening 4th June
and Sunday 5th June. Shavuot
is a major festival – one of the
three pilgrim festivals together
with Pesakh, which, once the
Israelites entered the land of
Canaan, marks the first harvest
of the year, seven weeks before
Shavuot, and the third, Sukkot,
marking the conclusion of the
harvest year, after Yom Kippur.
Perhaps in part because it fell in
the middle of the busy harvest
period, and because it only
lasted one day, as opposed to a
week for the Pesakh holiday and
a week for Sukkot, Shavuot has
always been less well observed.
And perhaps this is also why it
has had so many ‘add-ons’, like
the daily countdown of the Omer
from Pesakh, the cheesecake and
blintzes dairy food connection
(for ‘Jews need Torah to be
strong, as a baby needs milk’!),
and the all-night Tikkun study
tradition, to make the most of
every hour of the festival!
Luckily, as many of our
congregants are getting older,
we rely on the tradition that if
you touch midnight, it counts as
‘the next day’, so we conclude
our study there or thereabouts!
The theme for our four study
sessions is the one we have
been following through this year:
‘From Prayer to Action’, and we
have arranged four presenters of
different genders and age groups
to lead sessions and discussions.
The theme means ‘yes, we say
the prayers, but that is only the
starting point – how can we put
them into action in our everyday
lives?’

Torah itself
does not give
a historical
or quasihistorical
explanation
to go along
with Shavuot,
unlike Pesakh (the Exodus from
Egypt) and Sukkot (the forty
years of wandering and living in
fragile huts), and this is another
reason why Shavuot has never
had the same significance in
many people’s lives. It was left
to the Rabbis to observe that
there was no event associated
biblically with Shavuot, but that
there was a very significant
event that had no festival to
remember it – the Giving of
Torah at Mount Sinai. It was the
Rabbis who therefore married
the two together and developed
Shavuot into ‘Z’man Matan
Torah’ – the time of the giving of
Torah.
So, on Shavuot, we read the Ten
Commandments, that we also
have across the windows above
the bimah at LBC. But was it
the whole Torah, or only the Ten
Commandments, that were given
at that momentous time? Was
it only the Ten Commandments
written on those two tablets of
stone, so frequently depicted,
or was it the entire five books of
the Torah? Of course, we don’t
know. The Rabbis developed
the tradition that Torah contains
613 commandments – so we
might consider the well-known
Ten as just ‘the top ten’! Having
said that, there is no universal
agreement, even within Judaism,
of exactly what those ten are,
and certainly not further afield –
Christianity does not start with ‘I
am the Eternal God who brought
you out of the land of Egypt…’
but, frequently, with ‘You shall
have no other gods before me’.
...continued overleaf
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RABBINIC REFLECTION ...continued | AGM
Maimonides (12th Century) states
that the Ten Commandments ‘are
the basis of Torah’, but according
to the Talmud (B’rakhot 12a
4-6), people used to recite them
every day, until this tradition was
abolished, because the heretics
(perhaps the Karaites who
rejected the Rabbinic traditions)
saw it as proof that only the Ten
Commandments and not the
rest of the Torah (as interpreted
by the Rabbis) came from God.
Changing traditions takes time
though, and Rabbi Natan reported
that in the outlying areas, people
still recited them daily even
though this practice had already

been abolished because of the
heretics.
The traditional reading on
Shavuot morning however
remains the Revelation and the
Ten Commandments (Exodus 19:1
on). But the Rabbis added to this
the idea of Tikkun Leyl Shavuot –
the night of study when we touch
on a wide variety of teachings
from Torah and from later books
and experience. So, come and
join us (or join us online) for our
Shavuot Seder on Saturday 4th
June from 7pm and our Tikkun
Leyl Shavuot from 9pm as we take
words of Torah and prayer as our

starting point and learn how we
can translate them into practice
in our lives today. We will go
until midnight (with cheesecake
breaks), but you are, of course,
free to leave before then when
you are full of study and ideas
(and cheesecake!). And our
Shavuot morning service (with
the Ten Commandments) is at
10am on Sunday 5th June and
concludes with our moving Yizkor
memorial service by 12 – and of
course with yet more cheesecake
after!
Chag Sameiakh
Rabbi Jonathan

AGM held on Sunday 1 May 2022
The Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the Leo Baeck Centre was held on Sunday 1 May. More
than 40 people attended either in-person or online. A quorum was reached allowing the meeting
to proceed and make decisions.

THE COMMITTEE NOMINATIONS WERE ALL ACCEPTED. THE COMMITTEE IS AS FOLLOWS:
President Michael Taft, Vice President Deborah
Ogawa, Michael Polack Secretary, Mathew Rose,
Treasurer.
Ordinary Members are Alan Feldman, Jennifer
Glaser, Stephen Hacker, Pierre Harcourt, Caroline
Oblak, Karen Silberberg.

The solar panel plan for the shul was brought up.
There will be information forthcoming on it and the
opportunity for members to buy a panel to put on
the shul rooftop. A battery is not currently in the
plan as it was not seen to be economical at this
stage.

The only current Committee member to not stand
was Jon Taft. He was thanked for his outstanding
contribution to the Committee and Board over a
25-year period. It was a wonderful achievement to
serve for so long, which was so much appreciated.
He will continue as chair of the Membership group.

We also discussed membership fees in response to a
question about whether there would be a reduction
if we did not have a rabbi in place next year. It was
explained that LBC will have on-going expenses for
building upkeep and also recruiting. The financial
situation will be comprehensively assessed when
fees for 2024 are recommended.

Rabbi Jonathan noted that this was his last AGM
as rabbi at LBC and noted that over his almost 20
years at LBC he was pleased with his achievements.
He also confirmed that we are a great community.

The auditor Lowe Lippman and Honorary Solicitor
Geoffrey Shiff & Company were thanked for their
work during the past year and reappointed.

Questions were asked about rabbi replacement.
The chair of the sub-committee for rabbinic search,
Pierre Harcourt, said that a community description
has been prepared and would be circulated to
attract expressions of interest.
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The meeting was followed by
afternoon tea and the showing
of the recent Melbourne
Theatre Company
production of “Berlin”
online.

SPECIAL FEATURE - NEW VIBE FOR FRIDAY NIGHTS

special feature
NEW VIBE FOR FRIDAY NIGHTS AS
LBC WELCOMES HAVAYA
EXCITING NEW START TO THE MONTH ON FRIDAY NIGHTS
We are delighted to welcome back talented musician Max Jared Einsohn to LBC.
On the first Friday night of July, August and September we will be hosting Max as he leads us in
HAVAYA welcome to Shabbat. Harmony and welcome for all ages!

Do make a note in your diaries and come and celebrate together with us.

HAVAYA will ALSO be Zoomed at the usual zoom link (with password)
June - July - August 2022 | Profile 5

ARTICLE - SOLAR PANELS

ARTICLE

The Leo Baeck Centre Goes Solar
We are delighted to announce that the
Victorian Government has provided LBC
with a generous $7,480 matching grant via
Sustainability Victoria to cover approximately
half the cost of installing solar panels on
the LBC roof, with the balance being our
contribution.
The 10.4 kW system will have 26 panels on the
roof of the synagogue – you can see where
they will go in the photograph. The system will
save enough mains grid electricity to reduce
our electricity bills such that we will recoup
our contribution to the project in less than
three years (payback period). After that it will
save LBC money every quarter! Importantly,
it will also help the environment by saving the
equivalent of 4,400 tonnes of coal per annum
from being burnt. We could add a battery in
the future if we find that to be economic.

MONTHLY
ELECTRICITY
BILL
COMPARISON4

$600
$500
$400
$300
$200

Electricity bill
without solar

$100
$0
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Electricity bill
with solar

If you live somewhere you can't install your own panels, or would just like
to help both LBC and the environment, then you can help us pay for our
contribution by buying one or more panels or making a smaller donation.
Each panel represents a donation of $575.
You can make your donation through Trybooking

https://www.trybooking.com/BZKSE

or by contacting the office to arrange another form of payment.
Donations over $500 can be made on a tax-deductible basis.
A permanent plaque with names of panel donors will be displayed at LBC.
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ARTICLE - SOLAR PANELS...continued

To learn more about the benefits these solar panels will provide to us and
the environment, please join us for a panel discussion planned for

Sunday, 10 July, from 10am at LBC and online.

at https://zoom.us/j/93047995090 with the usual password.

Three environment experts have agreed to be involved in the panel:
• Tom Beer AO, FRSV, D.Sc., Ph.D. is an international expert on environmental risk management, including
greenhouse gas and air quality issues and particularly their application to transport and to health. He was
part of the team that won the CSIRO Chairman’s medal in 2000 with his component being the analysis of
greenhouse gas emissions from hybrid-electric vehicles.
He was elected a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Energy, having set up the Alternative Fuels
research stream of CSIRO, and was also elected a Fellow of the Clean Air Society of Australia and New
Zealand, having founded their Risk Special Interest Group specifically to examine issues related to
the environmental sustainability of fuels. Dr Beer led various consortia of researchers to examine: the
appropriateness of the then Government’s 350ML biofuels target; to examine the life-cycle of greenhouse
gas emissions from maize (a possible feedstock for ethanol), and during 2007-2009 collaborated with
Orbital Engine Corporation on a major study of the health effects of ethanol in petrol.
• Dr Aharon Factor is the Founder and Managing Director of SustainableSME.com, a consulting company
helping small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), corporates and organisations create sustainable
practices through development of sustainable visions, strategies, and implementable actions.
Dr Aharon Factor is also an active researcher in the sustainability and SME field. (Adapted from LinkedIn
profile and https://sustainablesme.com/our-aim/).
• Josh Blode is a passionate and active member of the Jewish community having volunteered and worked
in youth empowerment and the not-for-profit sector. He completed his Masters of Environment and
Sustainability from Monash University and has worked as a senior environmental consultant advising a
diverse range of stakeholders to implement sustainability practices. Josh has dynamic leadership skills
and places a strong emphasis on communication as the key to enact change and foster community
empowerment. Josh is a Campaigns leader for the Jewish Climate Network (jcn.org.au).

Zero Emissions Jewish Community
There is a significant opportunity for the Australian Jewish community
to achieve zero carbon emissions, inspire other communities to do
the same, reap the social, communal and economic benefits of such
a transition, and to harness the process as a motivator for broader
climate advocacy and policy change. Working with diverse parties such
as aged care, schools, synagogues, community centres, businesses,
homes and youth groups, this project will enable community
members to tangibly reduce greenhouse-gas emissions, reinvest
savings in critical community services and programs, to transform its
understanding of the climate crisis, and to leverage its influence and
leadership for climate action in the broader Australian society.
The Jewish Climate Network has partnered with external organisations to ensure that starting the
journey is easier than ever with the solutions being at the tips of your fingers. The journey for everyone
will look different, with the potential pathways ranging from installing solar and electrifying your home
to joining a renewable energy grid. Further, the Zero Emissions Jewish Community project has a strategy
to help with your organisation or business and the pathways that are at their disposal.
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B'NAI B'RITH

B’nai B’rith
B’nai B’rith is the world’s
largest, best-recognised Jewish
organisation. It unites all Jewish
people, no matter what the person’s
Jewish persuasion may be. It
promotes harmony, tolerance and
human rights, fights discrimination
and helps those in need in the
Jewish and broader communities.
In the US, B'nai B'rith has official observer status at the
United Nations General Assembly.
B’nai B’rith is also the oldest service organisation in the
world. It was founded in New York in 1843. B’nai B’rith
Victoria has operated in Melbourne since 1945 and now
has several hundred active members. There are five
individual Units in Melbourne but the only Unit which is
centred on the eastern side of the Yarra is Unit Hatikvah.
This Unit consists of about 50 members, many of whom
are members of LBC as well. In fact, the monthly meetings
of the Unit are mostly held at LBC.

SOME OF THE ACTIVITIES OF UNIT
HATIKVAH IN THE NEXT SHORT WHILE
ARE:
26th June Marcel Saxone speaking on “True
happiness, the Jewish way” 8.00pm at LBC
10th July “Chanukah in July” get together
for lunch at LBC
31st July lunch at LBC with games and/or a
film
14th August major fundraiser – see flyer,
page 9
28th August Lorna Friedman speaking about
the special man who was her father
Call for details and come along to meet us!
Iain Messer

Maybe you haven't thought about showing an interest
in B'nai B'rith. Maybe you should! It is the only Jewish
organisation that welcomes all Jews, no matter what part
of Judaism they represent. The members work assiduously
on matters of social justice and, above all, they have lots
of fun doing it. Unit Hatikvah is very welcoming too: come
along to one of its functions and see for yourself. You will
be pleasantly surprised and you might just find a good
cause to direct your energies to.

The Netzer Sprout service is
held monthly on Friday nights.
The next Sprout services
at LBC are on 10th June and
12th August
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B’NAI B’RITH 2022 FUNDRAISER

B’nai B’rith 2022 Fundraiser
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What can you expect?

Lovely prizes, but, as it is a Fundraiser, no $ wins!!)
AND lots of other things as well!

When?
Where?
What time?
What is the cost?

RSVP:
Proceeds to:

3

Tables:

Sunday, 14 August
LBC, 31-37 Harp Road, Kew
From 2.30pm
$30.00 per person including raffle tickets/afternoon tea
(No cash accepted and payment be made electronically to
Hatikvah Account, BSB 083 218; Account number 854465530.
Please put your name as the reference)

by Monday, 1 August to Ruth Taft at:				
ruthmtaft@gmail.com
BB Israel Commission (Guide Dogs Project)
and
B’nei B’rith fund for Ukraine
Maximum of eight people per table
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FREE FOOD HANDLING WORKSHOP

President Michael Taft
preparing for Yom HaAtzmaut

Recent
B'Tei
Mitzvah

Hamish Wass
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Jacob Cina

ARTICLE - DEAR PROFESSOR NICHOLSON & PJV STATEMENT

Responding to the recent Melbourne University Student Union
moves against Israel

Dear Professor Nicholson
I enclose the response by Progressive Judaism
Victoria to the recent resolutions passed by the
University’s Student Union. Obviously, we are not
alone to express our sheer disbelief and absolute
disgust that in this day and age a small group of
students can pass resolutions that not only are
antisemitic, grossly anti-Israel but, even more
importantly, creating an unsafe environment
for any Jewish student who will not speak out
against Israel. This is horrifying and it must be
the responsibility of those in charge at Melbourne
University to take action so that ALL students feel
safe from racist commentary. What also concerns
us is the damage to Melbourne University’s
reputation world-wide, that such hate mongering
can be allowed to fester.

If these resolutions remain unchallenged, then
many Jewish students will think twice before
applying for a place to study. Why on earth
would anyone put themselves in physical and
psychological danger?
I urge you as Deputy Vice-Chancellor, People
and Community, to take action to reverse these
resolutions so that every student can concentrate
on their studies rather than having to fight against
an atmosphere filled with hate and racism.
Sincerely
Philip Bliss
Dr Philip Bliss OAM
President, Progressive Judaism Victoria

PJV Statement
01 May 2022
Progressive Judaism Victoria is shocked and horrified that the Students' Union at Melbourne
University voted recently to not only support the BDS movement against Israel and Israeli
products but have also called for an academic boycott.
They falsely accused Israel of being a racist State and also labelled Israel an Apartheid State.
Included in their hate filled resolutions is the equating of Zionism with fascism and racism.
The venom and hate that these resolutions create is not worthy of such a noble academic place
of learning. By their sheer existence most Jewish students at the University will be placed
under extreme pressure to both deny any support for Israel and in fact mask their own Jewish
identity. This is where 'free speech' becomes divisive and dangerous.
The resolutions are full of perverted inaccuracies aimed to distort
the truth and to create as much hate as possible towards the
University's Jewish students.
We call on the Students’ Union to urgently reassess its ethical and
moral guidelines and query whether creating hate and division is
part of its raison d'etre.
Dr Philip Bliss OAM
President, Progressive Judaism Victoria
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MEMBER PROFILE - FAIRLIE AND DENNIS NASSAU

LBC MEMBER PROFILE

Fairlie and Dennis Nassau
Tragically, Fairlie’s Hungarian paternal grandparents from the
village Szirak, and extended family, were victims of the Holocaust
in Auschwitz yet Fairlie has the most positive approach to life and
humanity.

W

hen visiting the Szirak cemetery in 1990,
Fairlie was unable to find the family grave.
The mayor apologised for the shameful
condition of the Jewish section, explaining that
80% of the local population were unemployed
gypsies! It was subsequently repaired. Her maternal
grandfather died in 1927 and her grandmother
joined her son in the UK in 1938 prior to settling in
Australia.

where Cecily was instrumental in meeting with
the Education Minister to organise on-site toilets!
Back in Melbourne, Lajos completed a BCom while
working in the taxation department and Cecily took
on bookkeeping and sewing roles. Fairlie attended
Hartwell Primary School prior to MLC and a BA
at Melbourne University majoring in French and
German. This led to a language-teaching career at
MLC and Canterbury Girls’ High School.

Fairlie’s grandfather ran a general store and
vineyards in Szirak which enabled his son Lajos,
Fairlie’s father, to obtain a ‘farmer’ visa to the UK
before the war. He was sent to the farm of elderly
spinsters which posed quite a dilemma when
requested to milk a cow! Lajos changed his name
to William Winston. Cecily Rosenstein, Fairlie’s
mother, was denied a traditional male education
and was sent to business school. Her older sister,
Frances, married to a wealthy man, owned a
restaurant in Vienna which Cecily managed prior to
the Nazis taking over. Cecily’s experience qualified
her to obtain a visa as a ‘cook’ and in Leeds, UK,
she became a ‘cook general’ in a private home.
Cecily met Lajos in a refugee centre in Leeds. Lajos
followed Cecily to Melbourne and they married in
1939 at the St Kilda Hebrew Congregation. Their
first jobs in Melbourne were as a ‘married couple’,
Cecily in the kitchen and domestic duties and Lajos
as butler and chauffeur. Fairlie completed the family
in 1945.

After the war, Lajos rejected religion and did not
appreciate Fairlie being smuggled into Lorne Grove,
(the predecessor of LBC), by her friends. However,
subsequent to surviving major surgery when Fairlie
was 13, he came back to his Jewish origins and
joined the St Kilda Hebrew Congregation. He also
took the family to Europe for 12 months during
which time Fairlie spent 6 months at a Swiss
boarding school. Sadly, Cecily died just before
Fairlie’s year 12 exams. Lajos married a widow with
a daughter Fairlie’s age and the two ‘girls’ have
maintained a lasting friendship.

In Melbourne, Lajos and Cecily worked in a Toorak
mansion for the Myer family and at a poultry farm
in Werribee. When Fairlie was 2 years old, they
bought the guest house St Lawrence in Warburton,
catering for a European clientele and serving
traditional meat dishes not available at the 7th Day
Adventist Sanatorium. Preschool for Fairlie began
at the 7th Day Adventist School prior to walking
along the river to the Warburton Primary School

Before WW2, Dennis’s German maternal
grandparents moved from Dessau to the UK and
settled in Melbourne in 1949. His German paternal
grandfather from Essen died in 1937 and his
grandmother, Klara, came to Australia and lived
with the Liebholds. Dennis was born in Berlin in
1938 to parents Liselotte (known as Lilo) and
Otto, known by his 3rd name Gerhard and whose
sister was Herta Liebhold, mother of fellow LBC
member, Margaret Heselev. Otto trained in the
textile industry and worked with his uncle who
manufactured coats. Following Kristallnacht, Otto
was sent to Sachsenhausen concentration camp.
Fortunately, Margaret’s parents and brother who
came to Melbourne in 1937, were able to organise
a permit to bring Gerhard, Lilo and Dennis to
Melbourne via the UK in 1939. A brother, Peter,
completed the family in 1943.
...continued overleaf
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MEMBER PROFILE ...continued | NOAH'S ARK | NEED A DOCUMENT SIGNED?

LBC MEMBER PROFILE

Noah’s
Ark

...continued
Living in Caulfield, Dennis learnt English
at kindergarten prior to attending North
Caulfield Primary School and Caulfield
Grammar. At Melbourne University
he completed a Law/Arts degree and
practised as a solicitor for 30 years
as a sole practitioner. Six-year-old
Dennis began learning the piano, which
developed into a life-long interest. Until
recently, he also enjoyed playing the
flute in various orchestras but has had to
stop due to failing eyesight. The family
identified only peripherally with Judaism
though Dennis attended Sunday school
at TBI and privately celebrated a Bar
Mitzvah.
Fairlie and Dennis met at a friend’s
home and married in 1968 at the St
Kilda Hebrew Congregation. When their
children were very young, they joined
the LBC where Fairlie had attended
Sunday school and they knew a number
of people, and also because of Rabbi
Fox who had young children there. Their
son, Jeremy, born in 1971, is married
to Susan Lawrence and they have 2
sons, Oliver (18) and Toby (16). Jeremy
studied economics and engineering
and is a business consultant at Trans
Urban. Daughter Lara, born in 1972, has
a BA majoring in Japanese and an MA in
International Relations, which led to a
role at DFAT.
After a break when the children were
small, Fairlie taught English as a second
language, coordinated the Malvern News
Sheet and at Vic Roads was involved in
preparing bicycle helmet legislation.
Extensive voluntary roles include time
on the LBC Board, helping with Care,
Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden
Scheme, Stand Up, President of B’nai
B’rith Unit Mitzvah, B’nai B’rith Ramblers
and early morning news reader at 3RPH.
Retirement allowed Dennis to spend
more time with his music and gardening
and he volunteered with Neighbourhood
Watch, The Jewish Ecological Coalition,
whose meetings were for years held
at their home, and the B’Nei B’rith
environment group.

Everything you need to know you can learn
from Noah’s Ark:
1.

Don’t miss the boat

2. Remember we are all in

the same boat

3. Plan ahead. It wasn’t

raining when Noah built
the Ark

4. Don’t listen to critics;

just get the job done

5. Build your future on high

ground

6. For safety’s sake travel

in pairs

7.

Speed isn’t always an
advantage. The snails
were on board with the
cheetahs

8. When you’re stressed,

float for a while

9. Remember the Ark was

built by amateurs, the
Titanic by professionals

10. No matter the storm,

there is always a
rainbow waiting

---Anon--From Evelyne Perks

NEED A DOCUMENT SIGNED?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statutory Declarations sworn
Affidavits sworn
Copies certified
Powers of Attorney activated
Signatures witnessed
Other legal documents processed

Your local Document Signing Station (DS) is available
at the Boroondara Police Station, 34 Harp Road, Kew
East 3102.
This free service is provided by local Justices of the
Peace (JPs) and is available Mondays and Wednesdays
from 11am to 1pm, and now Thursdays 5pm to 7pm
(from 5 August 2021). No appointment necessary.
JPs are authorised to
act as independent
and objective
witnesses to
documents used
for official or legal
purposes.

Together they have enjoyed extensive
travel and, of course, grandchildren.
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LBC COMMUNITY CALENDAR

06 June 2022 Sivan • Tammuz 5782
Note that all events are subject to the restrictions at the time. Masks and social distancing
are still recommended, but no longer mandatory. Most events are also available online.

Thu 2 June 2022 | 3 Sivan

Mon 13 June 2022 | 14 Sivan

•

•

20:00 B’Yachad: LBC's singing group (inperson)

Fri 3 June 2022 | 4 Sivan
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks

Sat 4 June 2022 | 5 Sivan

Erev Shavuot
• 09:00 Weekly Torah study (currently inperson only)
• 10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
• 19:00 EREV SHAVUOT SEDER - Bring dairy
food or salad to share
• 21:00 HOS - SHAVUOT TIKKUN - From Prayer
into Action

Sun 5 June 2022 | 6 Sivan

Shavuot
• 10:00 SHAVUOT SERVICE with YIZKOR
• 15:00 SHAVUOT ACTIVITIES (Sh'ma Family,
BM Group, all welcome)

Tue 7 June 2022 | 8 Sivan
•

19:30 Beit HaAm - Israel Awareness - online

Fri 10 June 2022 | 11 Sivan
•
•
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks
17:00 Intro to Judaism class (both online and
in-person)
18:30 Kabbalat Shabbat musical service (both
online and in-person)

Sat 11 June 2022 | 12 Sivan
•
•

09:00 Weekly Torah study (currently inperson only)
10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
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NO SH'MA, NO BM

Thu 16 June 2022 | 17 Sivan
•

20:00 B’Yachad: LBC's singing group (inperson)

Fri 17 June 2022 | 18 Sivan
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks

Sat 18 June 2022 | 19 Sivan
•
•

09:00 Weekly Torah study (currently inperson only)
10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)

Sun 19 June 2022 | 20 Sivan
•

16:30 Jewish Jam

Fri 24 June 2022 | 25 Sivan
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks

Sat 25 June 2022 | 26 Sivan
•
•
•

09:00 Weekly Torah study (currently inperson only)
10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
12:00 HOS: Straight talk about the Ukraine
with speaker Marko Pavlyshyn (online & inperson)

Wed 29 June 2022 | 30 Sivan
•

19:30 Deborah's Well - topic to be advised (in
person meeting)

Thu 30 June 2022 | 1 Tammuz
•

20:00 B’Yachad: LBC's singing group (inperson)

LBC COMMUNITY CALENDAR

07 July 2022 Tammuz • Av 5782
Note that all events are subject to the restrictions at the time. Masks and social distancing
are still recommended, but no longer mandatory. Most events are also available online.

Fri 1 July 2022 | 2 Tammuz

•

•
•

Fri 22 July 2022 | 23 Tammuz

09:15 Friday Morning walks
18:30 HAVAYA MUSICAL SERVICE

Sat 2 July 2022 | 3 Tammuz
•
•

09:00 Weekly Torah study (currently in-person
only)
10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)

Tue 5 July 2022 | 6 Tammuz
•

19:30 Beit HaAm - Israel Awareness - online

Thu 7 July 2022 | 8 Tammuz
•

20:00 B’Yachad: LBC's singing group (inperson)

Fri 8 July 2022 | 9 Tammuz
•
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks
17:00 Intro to Judaism class (online only)

Sat 9 July 2022 | 10 Tammuz
•
•

•

20:00 B’Yachad: LBC's singing group (inperson)
09:15 Friday Morning walks

Sat 23 July 2022 | 24 Tammuz
•
•
•

09:00 Weekly Torah study (currently in-person
only)
10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
12:00 Jen Glaser talk, followed by Chavurah
lunch (talk starts 12.15pm)

Fri 29 July 2022 | 1 Av
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks

Sat 30 July 2022 | 2 Av
•
•

09:00 Weekly Torah study (currently in-person
only)
10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)

09:00 Weekly Torah study (currently in-person
only)
10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)

Sun 10 July 2022 | 11 Tammuz
•

10:00 Solar Panel Panel (online and in-person)

Fri 15 July 2022 | 16 Tammuz
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks

Sat 16 July 2022 | 17 Tammuz
•
•
•

9:00 Weekly Torah study (currently in-person
only)
10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
17:00 Sh'ma Family - Havdalah Spice tea

Sun 17 July 2022 | 18 Tammuz
•

16:30 Jewish Jam

Thu 21 July 2022 | 22 Tammuz
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LBC COMMUNITY CALENDAR

08 August 2022 Av • Elul 5782
Note that all events are subject to the restrictions at the time. Masks and social distancing
are still recommended, but no longer mandatory. Most events are also available online.

Wed 3 August 2022 | 6 Av

Sat 20 August 2022 | 23 Av

•

•

17:30 Deborah's Well - topic to be advised (in
person meeting)

Thu 4 August 2022 | 7 Av
•

20:00 B’Yachad: LBC's singing group (inperson)

Fri 5 August 2022 | 8 Av
•
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks
187:30 HAVAYA MUSICAL SERVICE

Sat 6 August 2022 | 9 Av

Erev Tish'a B'Av
• 09:00 Weekly Torah study (currently inperson only)
• 10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)

•

09:00 Weekly Torah study (currently inperson only)
10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)

Fri 26 August 2022 | 29 Av
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks

Sat 27 August 2022 | 30 Av
•
•

09:00 Weekly Torah study (currently inperson only)
10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
celebrating Rhondda Hall's decade of Beit
Mitzvah tuition, with kiddush after.

Sun 7 August 2022 | 10 Av
Tish'a B'Av

Fri 12 August 2022 | 15 Av
•
•
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks
17:00 Intro to Judaism class (online only)
17:30 Kabbalat Sprout Shabbat musical
service with Netzer (both online and inperson)

Sat 13 August 2022 | 16 Av
•
•

09:00 Weekly Torah study (currently inperson only)
10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)

Bet-Olam Jewish Funerals is the
not-for-profit, Melbourne-based
funeral service for members of the
Progressive, Conservative and the
wider Jewish community. Founded in
1994, Bet-Olam prides itself on its
caring and responsive Progressive
service. Funds generated are returned
to the Jewish community.

Thu 18 August 2022 | 21 Av
•

20:00 B’Yachad: LBC's singing group (inperson)

Fri 19 August 2022 | 22 Av
•
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks
18:00 Shabbat Pizza Dinner - Sh'ma Family
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Rhonda Nirens JP, Executive Director
and Funeral Director
rhonda@jewishfunerals.org.au
03 9883 6237 for immediate need 24/7

IN OUR COMMUNITY

Community Happenings June/July/August 2022
SIGNIFICANT
BIRTHDAYS

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

Prue Douez

Kathe Baud

Michael Fink

Iain Messer

Vivian Pryles

Ron Exiner

Ron Taft

Jan Epstein

Tom Rosham

Felix Menke

Tom Beer

Ria Eisler

Romy Koskie
Toby Hopf

We welcome new and returning Members and Friends:

WELCOME TO
NEW MEMBERS
AND FRIENDS

Danielle Dotson and family
Aaron and Monica Naselow and family
Lisa Grosman and family

22 October

Special kiddush to honour Rabbi
Jonathan and his 20 years of service
to the LBC community

18 December

First night of Chanukah – “thank you
send off” to Rabbi Jonathan and Sue
and family

There will be a link where members can donate toward the special
kiddush and gifts that we are organising - and offer ideas. Please
keep your eye out for it in the eProfile in the coming weeks.
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IN OUR COMMUNITY

Condolences
Condolences to:
Karen Kaye on the death of her father Aleck Miller
(former President of Kew Hebrew Congregation), who died March 2022.

May his memory be a blessing to his family and to all who knew him.

Gratitude
GRATEFUL
THANKS TO:
OUR VOLUNTEERS
We thank all the members involved in our various groups, in addition:
Jerry Winston, Rebecca Lubansky, Susan Donath, Ailsa Jean, Akihiro Ogawa, Alan Feldman,
Albert Isaacs, Caroline Oblak, David Filcoff, Deborah Ogawa, Fay Kaufman, George Deutsch, Hugh
Berryman Brook, Janet Wolf Bau, Jen Glaser, Joel Cohen, Jon Taft, Julie Contole, Karen Silberberg,
Karl Charikar, Kathy Deutsch, Lilian Cohen, Lisa Sylvan, Matthew Rose, Michael Fink, Michael Polack,
Michael Taft, Paul Rosham, Pierre Harcourt, Gillian Lubansky, Rena Lopata, Rita Erlich, Rob Kendall,
Ruth Leibowitz, Ruth Taft, Sharene Hambur, Stephen Hacker, Sue Aarons, Susan Cohen, Tanya
Warms, Terri Nathan, Tom Beer, Tony Kerron, Val Silberberg, Vicki Brous, Victoria Gurvich, Greg
Segal, David Nathan, Ayal Marek, Maya Marek, Helen Wolfram, Jack Cohen, Cheryl Soafkin, Ron
Exiner, Alan Harvey, Sue Rose, David Rooseboom, Alan Jacobs, Yaron Shamir, Dara Peskin, Jane Beer,
Sharon Marmor, Jeannie Armitage-Isaacs, Peter Silberberg, Cass Family, Robyn Taft.

OUR DONORS (FOR THE PERIOD 1 MARCH 2022 TO 30 APRIL 2022)
We thank repeat donors on this list and apologise for any errors or omissions.
David & Charlotte Thomas, Dean Pavitt, Ruth & Michael Taft, Esther Taft, Sally Scott, Greg Segal
& Ruth Berkowitz, Lorraine Duband, Mathi Gottlieb-Drucker, Alan & Sue Feldman, Harvey Cohen,
Morgan and Zach Scott, Naomi Cass, Ruth Leibowitz & Graeme Jackson, Barry & Sue Aarons, Felix
Menke, Peter & Judi Schiff, Hugh Berryman-Brook, Jeanne Isaacs-Armitage, Stephen & Karen Kaye,
George & Kathy Deutsch, Eva Braham, Leah Mow-Yoffee, David & Barbara Mushin, Sandra Hacker &
Ian Kennedy, Margaret Masur, Anonymous.

DONORS (MATERIAL GOODS)
Tony Heselev
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LIBRARY REPORT | EDITORS NOTE

Zwinger Library Report
https//ZwingerLBC.librarika.com
Our library has been very fortunate to have
had donated some very interesting books.
Thank you to Marilyn and Philip Mandie for
donating several books some of which are on
our display table in the Synagogue foyer.
Also, a big thank you
to Helen Wolfram
for buying and
donating the book,
“The Happiest Man
on Earth”, which
was written up in
the Jewish News.
Eddie Jaku was an
extraordinary man.
We are continuing to weed out older books in the library all of which are “free to a good home” in boxes in
the foyer of the Synagogue.
A thank you too to Howard Nathan, who also donated some books.
Happy reading, Terri Nathan (Zwinger Library Convenor).

Letters should be sent
to office@lbc.org.au
and marked
'Letter to the Editor'

Editors’ note
Please note that the deadline for the next issue
of Profile (covering September and October)
will be Monday 8th August.

This edition of Profile was edited by Ruth Taft and formatted by
Jane Green from EverlastingMagicDesign.
Opinions expressed in Profile are those of the writer and do not
necessarily represent the views of the President/s or Committee
of Management. Articles may be edited for reasons of length or
clarity. Advertisements will be accepted; contact the office for
details.
Profile is registered to Australia Post Publication
No PP 325 999 10035

LBC CONTACT DETAILS:
Email office@lbc.org.au Phone 9819 7160

Profile packers
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